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Unit 1: Atoms 
Purpose: 
 unpacking the concept of atoms 

 identify unknown elements based on subatomic 
particles 
 

Duration 60 min 

Resources: participant’s manual, calculator, Phet 
software simulation, Periodic table of Elements 

Method Group work  

 

1.1 Background (20 min) 
 

 

Atoms – building blocks of matter 

 all matter is made up of tiny particles called atoms  

 an element is made up of atoms of the same kind. For example all the atoms of an 

element, such as copper, are identical  

 atoms of one element differ from the atoms of all other elements 

 all known elements are listed on the Periodic Table of the elements 

 

Sub atomic particles 

 

Atoms are made up of smaller sub-atomic particles (protons, neutrons and electrons). The 

central region of the atom is called the nucleus. The nucleus is made up of positively 

charged particles called protons and neutral particles called neutrons. Negatively charged 

particles called electrons move around the nucleus. Atoms are neutral because the number 

of negatively charged particles (electrons) is equal to the number of positively charged 

particles (protons). For example, Oxygen atom has 8 protons, 8 neutrons and 8 electrons. 

The number of protons determines the atomic number. The number of protons plus 

neutrons is called a mass number (A). The notation below shows the representation of 

atomic number (Z) and mass number (A) for mystery element X.  

 

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝐴)
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑍)

 

 

Atoms: the smallest building block of matter; makes up elements 

Particles: the basic building block of a certain substance 

Vocabulary 
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Atomic number (Z): number of proton within the atom 

Mass number (A): number of protons and neutrons 

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝐴)

= 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝑍) + 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 

⟹ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝐴 − 𝑍 

 

Atomic number vs mass 

number 

protons: positively charged particles found in the nucleus of an atom. 

neutrons: neutral particles found in the nucleus of an atom 

electrons: negatively charged particles that move around the nucleus 

Alkali metals: elements in group I(1) 

Alkaline earth metal: elements in group II (2) 

Halogens: elements in group VII (19) 

Noble gases: Elements in group VIII (18) 

Vocabulary 
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Figure 1: the structure of an atom 

1.2 Activity 1 
 

1) Give the atomic number of the following elements 

 a) Ne b) Silicon c) Calcium 

 d) Hydrogen e) Fluorine f) Aluminium 

       

2) Give the atomic mass of the following elements 

 a) Helium b) Oxygen c) Chlorine 

  

3. 
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4. 
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1.3 Activity 2 
 

a) 

 
Is the element neutral  or  charged ? 

b) 

 
Is the element neutral  or  charged ? 

c) 

 
Is the element neutral  or  charged ? 

  

d) 

 
Is the element neutral  or charged ? 
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e) 

 
Is the element neutral  or charged ? 

  

f) 

 
Is the element neutral  or  charged ? 

  

g) 
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h) 

 
i) 
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Unit 2: Periodic table 
 

Purpose: 
 Familiarizing Hoods with the Periodic Table of elements 
 Interactive reading strategy-friendly question 
 mastering Periodic Table of elements through 
gamification  

 Observe the properties and trends in the elements on the 
periodic table.  

 
 

Duration 60 min 

Resources: participant’s manual, calculator, Periodic Table 
software, Phot simulation 

Method Group 
work  

 

2.1 Background & interactive reading (20 min) 
 

History of periodic table 

By 1860, more than 60 elements had been discovered. Chemists had to learn the properties 

of these elements as well as those of the many compounds that the elements formed. The 

elements were not organized into any patterns and the factors that determined the 

properties of the elements were unknown. In addition, there was no method for determining 

an element’s atomic mass or the number of atoms of an element in a compound. Different 

chemists used different atomic masses for the same elements, resulting in different 

compositions being listed for the same compounds. This made communication of results 

between chemists difficult. In 1860, Italian chemist Stanislav Cannizzaro presented a 

method for accurately measuring the relative masses of atoms. This allowed chemists to 

agree on standard values of atomic mass. It also allowed them to search for relationships 

between atomic mass and other properties of the elements. 

 

How could organizing the elements according to trends or patterns help chemists study 
the properties of the elements? 

 

 

 

Mendeleev’s periodic table grouped elements by their properties. 

 

A Russian chemist, Dmitri Mendeleev, decided to write a chemistry textbook and include 

the standard values of atomic masses. For the book, Mendeleev hoped to organize the 

elements according to their properties. Mendeleev went about organizing elements much 

as you might organize information to study for a test or write a research paper. He placed 

the name of each known element on a card, together with its atomic mass and a list of its 

observed physical and chemical properties. He then arranged the cards according to 

various properties and looked for trends or patterns. 
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Mendeleev noticed that when the elements were arranged in order of increasing atomic 

mass, certain similarities in their properties appeared at regular intervals. For example, 

there are seven elements between F and Cl atoms, which have similar properties. There 

are also seven elements between two other atoms that have similar properties: Na and K. 

This repeating pattern is referred to as periodic. Something is periodic if it repeats again 

and again. For example, the second hand on a clock is periodic because it passes over the 

same spot every 60 seconds. Mendeleev’s arrangement of the elements is shown in 

the table above. He switched two elements, iodine, I, and tellurium, Te, to maintain the 

patterns. He also hypothesized undiscovered elements to fill in the gaps in his pattern. By 

1886, three of these elements had been discovered. 

 

Name three things in everyday life that are periodic. 

 

 

 

 

The periodic law states that the physical and chemical properties of the elements are 

periodic functions of their atomic numbers. In other words, when the elements are arranged 

in order of increasing atomic number, elements with similar properties appear at regular 
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intervals. Mendeleev’s periodic table ordered the elements by atomic mass, not atomic 

number. In 1911, English scientist Henry Moseley found that the elements fit into patterns 

better when they were ordered by nuclear charge, or the amount of positive charge in the 

nucleus. Moseley’s work led to the modern definition of the atomic number and also to the 

reorganization of the elements by atomic number instead of atomic mass. 

 

State periodic law 

 

 

In what way is the periodic table periodic? 

 

Who is credited with developing a method that led to the determination of standard atomic 
masses? 

 

Who discovered the periodic law? 

 

Who established atomic numbers as the basis for organizing the 
periodic table? 

 

Name three sets of elements that have been added to the periodic table after 
Mendeleev’s time. 

 

 

 

How do the atomic numbers of the elements within each of Groups 1, 2, and Group 3-8 
(13–18) of the periodic table vary? 

 

 

 

2.2 Background: Facts about Periodic Table of elements 
 

 
 

Although atoms do not actually have a definite radius (since electrons can be found 
anywhere around the atom) we can still define the concept of atomic radius as being the 
distance from the centre of the nucleus to where the electron can be found. As we go 
from left to right across the periodic table the atomic radius decreases as a result of the 
increase in effective nuclear charge. On the other hand as we go down a group the atomic 
radius increases because of the increase in the shell level.  
 
The ionization energy is defined as the amount of energy that is required to pull an 
electron off of an atom. The ionization energy increases as you go from left to right across 

• the elements can be classified into metals, non-metals and semi metals 

• the elements found in groups (vertical columns) have similar chemical properties 

• each element on the Periodic Table (in its own block) has an atomic number 

(smaller number), mass number (larger number), name and symbol 

• a formula/e is ratio of the symbols of the elements and number of atoms for each 

symbol in a compound 

 

Facts about Periodic Table of 

elements 
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a period because the effective nuclear charge increases; that is it becomes more difficult 
and it requires more energy to pull that electron off due to the stronger electrical forces 
between the electrons and protons.  
 
Electron affinity is defined as the amount of energy that is released from the atom when 
an electron is gained by that atom. As you go from left to right across a period 
the electron affinity becomes more negative. This means more energy is released and 
the atom becomes more stable when the electron is gained by that atom.  
 
Finally the electronegativity of the atom is the ability of the atom to attract electrons. The 
electronegativity increases as we go across a period (from left to right) and decreases as 
you go down a group. The most electronegative atom is fluorine while the second most 
electronegative atom is oxygen. 
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2.3 Activity 2 (20min) 
 

Use Periodic table of elements to answer the following questions 

 

  

a)  (families) _______: are the columns of elements. The elements in the groups have 

similar chemical properties and predictable trends in physical properties. 

b) Groups also have labels. Group 1 elements are the _____________ elements and the 

Group 2 are the ___________ elements. 

  

c) What is name of horizontal rows (seven in all) ______.Note that the lanthanides and 

the actinides are at the bottom of the table      

  

d) We give some groups names 

 Group 1( IA ) are the_________________________ 

  Group 2 (IIA) the___________________________ 

  Group (7) VIIA the __________________________ 

  Group 8 ( VIIIA) the__________________________ 

  

e) The _______ are shiny, good conductors of heat and electricity, malleable, ductile, and 

form cations (positive ions, loss of electrons) during chemical change. 

f) The ___________ are not shiny. They are poor conductors, brittle. They frequently form 

anions (negative, gain of electrons) in chemical changes. 

g) 1. the symbol of the noble gas in period 3________________  

2. the lightest element in Group IVA_____________________ 

3. the  only metalloid in Group IIIA___________________________ 

4. the element whose atoms contain 18 protons___________________ 

5. the element in period 5, Group VIIA___________________________ 

6. Give the name, atomic number and atomic mass for Mg ___________________ 

h) Name and give the symbol of three elements that are in Group 1 of the Periodic 
Table.   

i) Name and give the symbol of three elements that are in Group 7(17) of the Periodic 
Table.   
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2.4 Activity 3: Gamification (20 min) 
 

The fast paced game about the elements 

 
 You will need: 

 Scissors, photocopies of the pattern pages on white card stock, coloured pencils if you 
would like the learners to colour the cards, and a copy of the Periodic Table for each 
learner 
 
How to play  

 
The object of the game is to be the first player to collect six cards. Decide which player will 
be the “caller.” This player must read from the list below instead of being one of the card 
players.  A “caller.” may want to choose particular attributes from the list below to emphasize 
facts recently learned. It is easiest to go down the list in order, but the caller need not go in 
order, and may also use items from the list more than once (as long as the caller is being 
fair and is not purposely aiming to benefit any one card player, of course!) Feel free to add 
your own ideas to the list given below! Each card player receives five cards, which he places 
face up in front of him. The rest of the cards go face down in a draw pile. The caller reads 
one of the attributes from the list (the first on the list if they are going in order). Each player 
looks at his five cards to see if he has a card that has that attribute. If he does, he slaps his 
hand down on the card. The caller looks to see who is the first player to slap his hand down. 
That player then shows the card under his hand. If the caller agrees that this card qualifies, 
then the player may remove that card from the line up and put it face down into a “keeper” 
pile. Then he draws a card from the draw pile to replace that card and restore him to five 
cards, face up. The caller then reads off another attribute from the list and the game 
continues in this manner until one player has six cards in his “keeper” pile. If no player has 
a card that qualifies, the caller simply goes on to the next one on the list. If you reach the 
end of the list, just start over at the beginning again. Game takes 5-20 minutes to play. Often 
there is time to play several games in a row. You can switch callers between games if you 
want to. 
Clues 

• Has no neutrons.  
• Most abundant element in 
the Universe.  
• Used in rocket fuel and 
fuel cells. 
 

• Used in balloons, blimps 
and scrubbing diving tanks. 
 • Discovered in the sun in 
1895 using a spectrometer. 

• Used in batteries, 
lubricants, medicines, and 
nuclear bombs.  
• Is never found by itself in 
nature (it’s always in a 
compound). 

• Found in emeralds. • Is 
mixed with copper to make 
“its bronze,” an alloy that 
will not create sparks. 

• Used to make heat-
resistant glass.  
• Used to make boric acid, 
which is used as an 
antiseptic eye wash. 
 • Used in nuclear power 
plants. 

Diamonds, graphite and 
coal are all made of it. 
 • It makes long chains 
(polymers) that are the 
basis of fossil fuels and 
plastics.  
• It is necessary for organic 
molecules found in living 
organisms. 

• Most of the air we breathe 
contains lot of it.  
• Used in air bags in cars. 
 • Doctors use its liquid to 
treat skin conditions.  
• Proteins and DNA contain 
it 

• Found in air, water and 
sand.  
• Necessary for respiration 
and combustion.  
• Ozone is made of pure 
element X. 

• Found in the mineral 
fluorite.  
• Is put into toothpaste to 
fight cavities.  
• Used as a coolant.  
• Used in nuclear power 
plants. 
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• Used in its lights and 
lasers. 
 • Its never bonds to any 
other elements. 

• Bonds with chlorine to 
make table salt.  
• Used in street lights and 
in household cleaning 
products. 
 • It is never found by itself 
in nature; it is always in a 
compound. 

• Used in sparklers.  
• Found in Epsom salts and 
“milk of Magnesia”  
• Plants and animals need 
magnesium. 

• Used in airplanes 
because it is so light and 
strong. 
 • Used for foil, tubes and 
cables. 
 • Used in fireworks. 

• Found in sand, clay, lava, 
glass and the mineral 
quartz. • Used to make 
computer chips. 

• Used in matches, 
fireworks, fertilizers and 
detergents.  
• Discovered by an 
alchemist in 1669 as he 
was boiling down urine! 

• Found in matches and 
fireworks.  
• Used to vulcanize rubber. 
 • Volcanoes produce sulfur 
dioxide gas (a gas that’s 
also produced by some 
factories and forms a large 
part of air pollution). 

• Bonds with sodium to 
make table salt. 
 • Used to disinfect 
swimming pools. 
 • Is an ingredient in PVC 
plastics.  
• Combines with hydrogen 
to make HCl, an acid that 
your stomach produces to 
help with digestion. 

• Used in lightbulbs and 
lasers.  
• Does not bond to, or react 
with, any other element. 

• Used in fertilizers. • Is an 
ingredient in gun powder.  
• Bananas contain a lot of 
it.  
• Can form salts, just like 
sodium can. 

• Found in chalk, limestone, 
plaster, concrete, bones, 
and teeth.  
• Milk contains a lot of it. 
 • in water makes it “hard.” 

• Discovered in ancient 
times. • Used in steel and 
in magnets. • Found in red 
blood cells and in rust.  
• Meteorites often contain 
iron. 
 • Red rocks usually contain 
iron. 

• Used for coins, wires and 
pipes.  
• The Statue of Liberty is 
made of it. 
 • it is mixed with zinc 
makes brass. 
 • when mixed with tin 
makes bronze. 

• Used for galvanizing 
(protecting) metals such as 
iron and steel.  
• its sulfide glows in the 
dark.  
• Its oxide is used in 
photocopiers. 
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Unit 3: Pure substances 
Purpose: 
 unpacking the concept pure substances 
 naming elements and compound 
 writing chemical formulae 

Duration 60 min 

Resources: participant’s manual, calculator, PHET software 
simulation, Models 

Method Group 
work  

 

3.1 Background  
 

Both elements and compounds are pure substances. An element is a material that consist 
of atoms of only one kind. Oxygen is an element. A compound is a pure substance that 
consist of two or more different elements that are chemically bounded together in a fixed 
ratio. Water is a compound that that consist of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.  
 

 
 

Elements 

 an element is a material that consists of atoms of only one kind, such as hydrogen 

(H), oxygen (O), carbon (C), sodium (Na) and chlorine (Cl) 

 all known elements are listed on the Periodic Table of Elements. They are limited in 

number and are the building blocks of millions of compounds 

 some elements on the Periodic Table of Elements form diatomic molecules for 

example hydrogen (H2), nitrogen (N2),oxygen (O2), chlorine (Cl2) 

 These are called molecules of elements 

  sometimes atoms react together chemically to form molecules of compounds (such 

as H2O, CO2) 

 

Compounds 

 a compound is a material that consists of atoms of two or more different elements 

chemically bonded together, such as water (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), salt (NaCl) 

 the atoms in a given compound are always combined/bonded in a fixed ratio such 

as, in water, where the ratio is always two hydrogen atoms (H) to one oxygen atom 

(O) 

 a chemical bond is the force that holds atoms together compounds [such as water 

(H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), salt (NaCl)] are formed by chemical reactions 

compounds can be broken down in a decomposition reaction into other compounds 

Pure substance: only one type of particle makes up a substance 

Element: is a substance that cannot be broken down into two or more substances 

by chemical means (An element cannot be changed into another element by means 

of a chemical reaction) 

Compound: is a pure substance that consist of two or more different elements that 

are chemically bounded together in a fixed ratio. Water is a compound that that 

consist of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.  

Vocabulary 
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or their original elements by heating or electrolysis. For example, electrolysis 

decomposes water (H2O) to form hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) 

 

 

Names of compounds 
Many compounds are named according to their elements, such as sodium chloride (table 
salt) which is made of the elements sodium and chlorine. But others have common names 
such as water and ammonia 
 
Some compounds have names such as carbon monoxide CO, carbon dioxide CO2, sulfur 
trioxide SO3. In these compounds: 
monoxide- tells us that one oxygen atom has combined with the carbon atom 
dioxide- tells us that two oxygen atoms have combined with the carbon atom 
trioxide- tells us that three oxygen atoms have combined with the sulfur atom 
 

Chemical formulae 

There are many different types of chemical formulae. Chemical formula are commonly 

used as a shorthand way to show: 

 the number and type atoms in a compound and 

 the number of atoms in a molecular element. 

Elements & Molecular element  Compound 

 Hydrogen  H2  Water  H2O 

 Oxygen  O2  Carbon dioxide  CO2 

 Ozone  O3  Glucose  C6H12O6 

The chemical symbols of the elements are shown in the Periodic table. For example the 

element hydrogen is given the chemical symbol H and the element oxygen the chemical 

symbol O. In a chemical formula the chemical symbol of each element is shown with 

subscript numbers which tell us the numbers or ratio of atoms in the compound or molecular 

element. For example the compound water has the chemical formula H2O. This tells us 

water is made up of two elements, hydrogen and oxygen. The subscript 2 in H2O tells us 

there are two parts hydrogen to one part oxygen. Note: The subscript 1 is never but taken 

for granted. That is why water has the formula H2O and not H2O1. Some elements also exist 

as molecules. Molecules are groups of atoms joined together by chemical bonds. 

Molecular elements like compounds also have a chemical formula. Examples of molecular 

elements include hydrogen, H2 and oxygen O2. These are also referred to as diatomic 

molecules. The following image shows the relationship between atoms and molecules. 
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Relationship between atoms, molecules and compounds 

Adapted from www.chemicalformula.org 

  

http://www.chemicalformula.org/
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3.2 Activity 1: Elements, compounds and mixtures 
 

1. Give symbols for the following elements 

 a) Carbon b) Magnesium c) phosphorus 

 d) Silicon e) Potassium e) beryllium 

2. Give names of the following element symbols 

 a) Li b) Na c) Fe 

 d) Zn e) Ne f) S 

       

3. Complete the table below by writing each of the following in the correct column 

 Water;  hydrogen;   sodium;   table salt(NaCl);    ice;    oil;   iron oxide;   sulfur;     
sugar; Glucose;  ethanol     

 Elements Compound 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Copy and complete the table below by writing each of the following in the correct 
column 

 Wood;   glass;   copper;   sea water;    milk;    ink;   tea;   steam;   air;   carbon 
dioxide;   oxygen 
 

 Substances Mixtures 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Compare the three subatomic particles. Record your answer in the table like this:  

  

 Name of particles Charge on particle Location of particle in the 
atom 
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6. Build and draw 3D structures for the following molecule. Materials: improvise 

a) 𝑂2 

 

b) 𝐻2 

 

c) 𝐻2𝑂 

 

d) 𝐶𝑂2 

 

e) 𝐶𝑂 
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